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Abstract: Aluminium alloys are widely used in aerospace and
automobile industries due to high strength to low weight ratio and
their good mechanical properties such as better corrosion
resistance and wear resistance, low thermal expansion as
compared with other metals. The main objective of our work is to
improve the mechanical properties such as impact strength,
hardness of Aluminium based Metal Matrix Composite (MMC),
and its relation with processing of the silicon carbide particulate
(SiCp) as reinforced in Aluminum matrix. AA6061 alloy is chosen
as matrix alloy, in which Aluminum is the base element. The work
has been proposed for four different weight proportions of SiCp to
aluminium matrix and the processing of the metal matrix
composite is to be processed with stir casting setup and heat
treated.
Keywords : AA6061; Silicon carbide; Casting; Mechanical
Properties.

I. INTRODUCTION

Aluminum

based metal system composites containing
particulate fortresses are normally compelled to
encompassing temperature applications because of the
colossal perplex in higher temperature quality between the
aluminum framework (low quality) and the particle support
(high caliber) [1]. Another issue with aluminum based metal
cross section composites is the issue of conveying a bond
between the system and the fortifying stage [2]. To make
such a bond, it is when in doubt essential to vacuum hot press
the material at temperatures higher than the beginning
dissolving temperature of the lattice. It has been suggested
that this system be kept up a vital good ways from by
accurately alloying the structure with the development of the
particular fortress [3]. Wheel is a round gadget so as to pivot
the wheel an outside power should be applied to the hub. It is
one of the most significant parts in vehicle. Wheels must be

inflexible enough to hold their shape under all activity
condition. The structure of the wheel ought to be with the end
goal that the tire can be fitted effectively [4]. Talked wheel
was the main wheel which was presented in the wheel
business, however these can be effectively eroded [5]. To
defeat this composite wheel was presented. The blend of at
least two metals is called composites. Amalgam wheel was
presented which give more noteworthy steadiness at rapid. It
has less number of spokes. The significant contrast between
the spoke and composite wheel, in the spoke wheel the
tubeless tire can't be obliged however in the combination
wheel the tubeless tire can be effectively suited [6-8].
Composite wheels are the car wheels which are produced
using a compound of aluminum or magnesium metals [9-11].
Combination wheels are varies from ordinary steel in view of
light weight and better warmth conductors. The metal which
doesnot contain iron substance such metal is called as non
ferrous compounds. It is the compound which is usually
utilized in the wheel business. The Non Ferrous Metals are
Aluminum, Magnesium, Copper, Titanium, Nickel,
Silicon,etc.,The Non ferrous metals has a few parameters like
Style, Weight, Manufacturability and execution of the Design
of the new wheel, The expense and weight of the Alloy wheel
is less contrasting with the spoke wheel [12]. Aluminum is
the most well-known materials which is utilized in wheel
industry. It is the metal which is considered as a decent metal
for the wheel business [13]. It has less weight and minimal
effort contrasting with the various metals. Steel is the main
metal which is utilized in Alloy wheel. Steel is a composite
which is comprises of iron and carbon [14]. It has more
quality however it is hard and significant expense. The
heaviness of the steel is all the more high. Magnesium Alloy
is the metal which is utilized rather than Steel. It has a few
key properties that make us it is an alluring base metals for
wheel. Magnesium Wheels are lighter weight contrasting
with steel [15].
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
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Aluminum Alloy was dissolved in a cauldron by warming
it in a heater at 850°C for three to four hours. The silicon
carbide particles are preheated at1000°C for one to two hours
to make their surfaces oxidized. The Furnace temperature
was first raised over the liquidus temperature of Aluminum
close about 850°Cto liquefy the Al composite totally and was
then chilled off just beneath the liquidus temperature to keep
the slurry in Semi strong state. The stirrer instrument is
utilized to blend the two stages. The stirrer component is set
close to the heater and the tallness of the stirrer is balanced by
changing the situation of the engine associated with the stand.
The stirrer is submerged into liquid state inside the cauldron
with the goal that it can give adequate vortex to blending. The
stirrer is kept up at 350 rpm by the controls of the dimmer
detail.
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The preheated SiC particles are dropped into the cauldron
in limited quantities while blending. Subsequent to enabling
the particles to blend completely, the including methodology
are proceeded. Finishing the expansion of SiC powder the
mixing procedure is proceeded for 15 minutes.
The molds are prepared for throwing. The stirrer
instrument is turned on till the liquid material is legitimately
filled the kick the bucket by utilizing base pouring strategy. It
is permitted to set for quite a while lastly evacuated to get the
ideal shape.
Table 1. Composition of specimen

III. RESULTS AND COMPARISON

Figure 2 Hardness Result Graph
From the figure 2 it is depicted that the AA6061 with Silicon
Carbide as reinforcement has an increasing hardness with
respect to the increase in the weight percentage of the silicon
carbide. The percentage weight of the silicon carbide of 1%,
3%, 5%, 7% are having the hardness value of 64.2, 66.3,
69.9, and 80.3 respectively.

Figure 3 Impact Result Graph
From the figure 3 it is depicted that the AA6061 with Silicon
Carbide as reinforcement has an increasing energy observed
with respect to the increase in the weight percentage of the
silicon carbide. The percentage weight of the silicon carbide
of 1%, 3%, 5%, 7% are having the energy observed value of
2, 2.2, 2.4 and 2.8 respectively.

Fig 1 Test Specimen for characterization

Figure 4 Tensile Strength Result Graph
From the figure 4 it is depicted that the AA6061 with Silicon
Carbide as reinforcement has a decreasing Ultimate Tensile
strength with respect to the increase in the weight percentage
of the silicon carbide. The percentage weight of the silicon
carbide of 1%, 3%, 5%, 7% are having the energy observed
value of 54.62, 65.82, 45.32, and 43.54 respectively.
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Table 2 Result Comparison
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IV. CONCLUSION
The ends drawn from the present examination are as per the
following:
1. Scattering of SiC particles in aluminum lattice improves
the hardness of the framework material
2. It is discovered that prolongation will in general
lessening with expanding particles weight. rate, which
affirms that silicon carbide expansion expands fragility.
3. It shows up from this investigation that Ultimate
elasticity and Yield quality pattern begins increments with
increment in weight level of SiC in the lattice.
4. There is a negligible increment in the effect quality of the
AA 6061 Silicon carbide composite as for the weight rate.
5. Mix throwing process, stirrer structure and position,
blending rate and time, molecule preheating temperature,
molecule joining rate and so on are seen as significant
procedure parameters to decide the qualities of the example
got.
6. Throwing abandons like Blow gaps, Rat tail, Porous can
be handled by cleaning the form, fixing mold more tightly,
utilizing vacuum chamber, keeping up temperature of liquid
metal till arriving at shape.
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